It's no secret art dealers, collectors, critics, and curators are always on the hunt to discover up-and-coming artists who are destined for greatness. Although no list is ever finished, of course, artnet News has narrowed down the search, focusing on 10 up-and-coming artists born after 1980, many of whom are already being snapped up by savvy collectors. Whether you see their work in between the aisles at a fair or during a gallery visit, our alphabetical list of artists to keep an eye on will guide you to the next generation as they rise to the top.

8. **Magali Reus (b.1981)**
The Amsterdam-born, London-based artist works often with steel, and a muted and graphic color palette. The 34-year-old rising star just opened her first solo US institutional show, “Spring for Ground,” at SculptureCenter in New York. The pieces in the show include architectural “curbs” with ancillary domestic objects attached, lain, or placed standing on 3D platforms. Most eye-catching however, are her clunky, multi-tiered steel locks, attached from the side onto the institution’s brick walls, that make the viewer do a double take. Reus has been featured in a recent group show at the Bergen Kunsthall in Norway, the LUMA Foundation in Zurich, Switzerland, and she will have a solo exhibition at the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam in 2016 (see “€375 Million Overhaul Pays Off as Amsterdam’s Rijksmuseum Crowned Best European Museum of 2015”).